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Hate   on   towards   each   other.   

Today   we   live   a   in   a   world   that   we   can   automatically   turn   on   a   race   for   something   that   

wasn't   there   fault   to   begin   with   such   as   asian   American   being   targeted   for   assuming   they   are   

Chinese   for   cause   the   outbreak   of   the   covid-   19   by   assaulting   the   elderly   down   to   the   

street,robbing   from   Asian   markets,   calling   them   names.meanwhile   you   have   people   in   the   

internet   trying   piggyback   on   canceling   someone   for   not   agree   with   their   view   just   to   be   either   

misunderstanding   the   situation,   not   getting   the   full   side   of   both   story,   just   want   to   gain   more   a   

social   presence   on   internet   to   get   clout.   These   are   the   things   that   disgusted   me   during   this   

generation   that   I   hope   really   change   for   the   better.   

Growing   up   in   Queens,   a   place   filled   with   diversity,   especially   Jackson   height,   I   fell   in   

love   with   Asian   culture   and   food.   as   a   young   kid   my   parents   used   to   take   to   a   family   owned   

Chinese   restaurant   that   my   parent   fell   in   love   their   food   and   I   did   to   that   we   build   a   close   

relationship   with   the   restaurant   owner   where   we   instantly   recognize   once   arriving   in   restaurant  

this   connection   help   me   understand   to   be   some   open   and   understand   around   the   people   near   me.   

It   hurt   me   that   asian   Americans   are   being   mistaken   as   Chinese   American   by   ignorance   of   that   

person   for   not   understanding   there   are   other   asian   races   other   than   Chinese.i   threw   the   line   about   

a   week   ago   when   a   asian   American   mom   in   flushing   a   place   majority   a   Chinese   neighborhood   
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was   push   to   the   ground   where   there   was   a   pile   of   snow   next   to   a   pole   and   has   to   get   10   stitches   

on   her   head,   then   you   got   nypd    later    not   calling   a   this   hate   crime   but   a   assault   just   really   doesn't   

sit   well   with   me   .   I   really   hope   in   the   future   people   just   open   their   eyes   and   see   that   not   all   asian   

American   are   Chinese   and   being   ignorant.   

Another   issue   I   wanted   to   talk   about   is   canceling   culture   on   the   internet,   how   it   really   

hurts   me   to   say   that   it   is   a   disgusting   thing   to   do   and   it   gives   the   majority   of   toxic   people   more   

power.   People   who   are   part   of   cancel   culture   really   to   don't   see   both   side   of   the   story   but    they   

rather   pick   the    side   of   victim   instead   for   example   I   remember   early   on   in   amber   heard   and   

johnny   Depp   case   people   were   siding   with   amber   heard   because   was   playing   the   role   of   the   

victim   saying   Johnny   had   abuse   her   that   got   him   fired   from   Warner   Brothers   studio   from   Harry   

Potter   project   and   Disney   to   lose   his   main   role   as   captain   sparrow   in   the   pirate   of   the   Caribbean,   

but   later   you   find   out   that   she   was   abuser   in   the   relationship   by   the   evidence   johnny   Depp   has   

gather   of   her   including   a   statement   from   the   bodyguard.   Unlike   Johnny   Depp,   we   got   fired   from   

all   his   projects.   You   have   Amber   Heard   still   got   to   keep   her   job.   How   is   this   even   fair   for   Amber   

heard   to   be   the   abuser   to   keep   her   job   but   it   was   Johnny   Depp   to   be   the   abuser   he   lost   of   his   

upcoming   project   that   he   was   working   on.   I   really   hope   down   in   a   few   years   canceling   culture   

loses   it   power.   

  

  


